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Recovery is the experience (a process and a 
sustained status) through which individuals, families 
and communities impacted by severe alcohol and 
other drug (AOD) problems utilize internal and 
external resources to voluntarily resolve these 
problems, heal the wounds inflicted by the AOD-
related problems, actively manage their 

continued vulnerability to such problems, 
and develop a healthy, productive, and 

meaningful life.

William White’s (2007) Definition of 
Recovery



Recovery involves changing our 
attitudes about three areas of our 

lives:
Our Problem

Our Self
Our Relationships with Others

Defining Recovery 
Capital



Robert Granfield and William Cloud (1999) 
defined the concept of 
“recovery capital” as: 

“...the volume of internal and external 
assets that can be brought to bear to 
initiate and sustain recovery from 
alcohol and other drug problems.” 

External and Internal Recovery Capital

Fellowship

Psychotherapy

Family Involvement

Impending Divorce Legal Trouble

Professional Licensing Board

Medical Complications

Intervention

Pressure from Work

Meeting Attendance

Relationship with Sponsor Fellowship

Service Work

WillingnessOpen Minded

Honesty

Commitment

Self-Support

Awareness

Nourishing Attitudes

Relationship with the Mystery

Emotional Sobriety

Surrender



Interventions to Increase 
Internal Recovery Capital

Process Focused 
Recovery Counseling 



Here and Now 
greater than 

There and Then

Process 
greater than 

Content



Awareness Greater 
than Intellectualizing

Observations 
greater than 

Interpretations



Subjectivity
greater than 
Objectivity

Specificity
greater than 

General



Listening to What is Not Being 
Said

greater than 
Listening to What is Being Said

Experience or Reenacting 
greater than 

Talking About



Experiment
greater than 
Homework

Flexibility 
greater than 

Rigidity



Personal Participation of the 
Counselor

greater than 
Remaining the Detached 

Professional

Integrations
greater than 

Insight



 “So long as an individual cannot 
accept the fact of what he is, cannot 
permit himself to be fully aware of it, 
cannot fully admit the truth into his 
consciousness, he cannot move 
beyond that point: if he denies the 
reality of his condition, he cannot 
proceed to alter it, cannot achieve 
healthy changes in his personality 
(p. 110 - The Disowned Self).”  

Dr. Nathaniel Branden

“There’s a space between the 
Stimulus and our Response. In 

that space is our power to 
choose our response. In our 

response lies our growth and 
our freedom - try to live 

there.” 
Viktor Frankl, M.D.
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The Essence of Emotional Sobriety



Jung is reported as telling his 
patient Rowland Hazard the 

following:

 “Here and there, once in a while, 
alcoholics have had what are 

called vital spiritual 
experiences….. They appear to 

be in the nature of huge 
emotional displacements and 

rearrangements. Ideas, emotions 
and attitudes which were once the 

guiding forces for the lives of 
these men are suddenly cast to 
one side, and a completely new 

set of conceptions and motives 
begin to dominate them. 

Pg. 22. Alcoholics Anonymous”

“Emotional Sobriety is when the best in you does 
the thinking and talking for all of you. 

This state of mind is achieved when what you do 
becomes the determining force in your 
emotional well being rather than allowing your 
emotional well being to be overly influenced by 
external events or by what others are or are not 
doing.”   

Allen Berger, Ph.D. - 2016

Definition of 
Emotional Sobriety



Toxic Attitudes
Subtract from our internal recovery capital, 
and always act against being authentic or 
our real or true-self.

Interfere with our freedom to experience 
ourselves, our world, and our recovery in our own 
way. 

Cultivate fear, shame and alienation from others.

Create a fragmented and rigid (fixed) self that is 
unable to cope with life on life’s terms. 

The Price we Pay for Our 
Toxic Attitudes



Nourishing Attitudes
Increase or add to our internal recovery 
capital. They always honor and support 
our authentic or true-self.

Foster emotional sobriety and freedom.

A passion and joy for living. 

Heightened awareness.

Authenticity and flexibility.

Acceptance of our individuality and that of others.

The Effects of Nourishing 
Attitudes
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